My Study Plan/Statement of Purpose for master’s degree
School of Electrical Engineering, Dalian University

[Note: must write university name you are applying for]
Study Plan/Motivation to the Program: [write as simple u can]
My study goal is to gain deeper knowledge within a particular specialized area of Electrical Engineering.
Having seven years of education in the field of Electrical Technology, I have decided to further my
education in the same field and applied for Master Degree in Electrical Engineering. This degree will
give me in-depth knowledge of the specific field and pave my way for future. It will polish my previous
knowledge and further enlighten me with the field. Having a sound knowledge in the field and from a
reputable institution has its own impact. Therefore, I want to pursue Masters of Electrical from reputable
institution in China. It seems the best possible chance for me to study further in China with Chinese
research team. Studying at China will provide me with an opportunity to work on project and learn
about new innovative ideas in the field. After completion of my master’s studies I hope it will give me
great help in my future career.
[NOTE: mentioning targeted university, make your proposal more professional]. I have plans to further
my education and pursue doctorate in the very same field. Getting master’s degree from such an
accredited institution like (University name) will open ways for me to think about my future program
and specialized field.
My Research Interest: [ you can skip this part, for MS admission I wrote this way and I suggest
it]
Electrical engineering is wide field, but I am interested to do specialization in the following field of
electrical engineering.
[here you write accordingly with your bachelor’s degree final year project]. On the basis of my
final year project experience during my bachelor’s degree, I would prefer to do specialization in speed
control of induction method as my first priority. [NOTE: add in 2 lines what you want to further in that
specific area]
[show your interest in any core area of the major u r applying for]. on second priority I am interested
to work in Electrical Power system and its Automation. “Reason”, Power providers continuously face
problems to reduce costs and improve productivity. Therefore, we need to make smart system that can
collect and communicate information. Automation is defined as the usage of machines to reduce the
human efforts to complete a task. It helps in improving overall system productivity and the time needed
to do a task is reduced. Power system Automation can be defined as managing, protecting and
controlling an electrical power system. Real time information is obtained from systems having local
and remote control applications with advanced power system protection. Moreover, Power systems
needs to manage increasing number of control nodes in the global smart grid background. It makes it
important to build a strong intelligent power grid construction. Power dispatching automation system
certainly takes charge of smart grid construction as one of the major concern part power system
automation
My Educational Carrier:
I had completed my [degree name] from International Islamic University Islamabad, Pakistan in July
2016 with CGPA [......]. I did course projects during the four years of study individually as well as in a
group which created in me self-confidence as well as ability to work in team environment. My
engineering degree consist on coursework, final year project and technical training. I did My final year
project was speed control of induction motor, in 3 members group I was made group leader. While my

stay at IIUI, I was honor with many awards for my excellent academic record. I remained Best student
for four consecutive years and was permanently confined to Dean’s Honor List of Bright Students.
Before my engineering degree I pursued three years of technical education in the field of Electrical
Engineering technology with 70% marks.
Along with my studies, I am an active citizen and a member of civil society who always tend to
contribute towards the welfare of the society. I am socially active person with friendly nature, I always
feel very happy when I meet people belonging to different backgrounds and cultures. I always like peace
and love in our society, simply I always be happy and give happiness to others. [write any social work,
show in interest in sports etc. in 2 lines]
Work/Internship: [if u have any otherwise skip]
I worked as trainee engineer at Pakistan electric supply company for one month and I gain practical
knowledge about operation and maintenance of grid system, testing of grid equipment etc. For two
months I work in NTDCL (high voltage and short circuit testing laboratory). This technical work was
part of my engineering degree, which was very helpful for me.
Reasons to Study in China/or any other country u r applying for : [write as simple u can]
Youth bulge in China has rendered its country with the second biggest economy of today. For the past
few decades, policies implemented by China have been successful to a surprisingly high rate and has
taken the country to a new level of becoming the next super power surpassing United States of America.
Its educational system now ranks amongst the best systems in the world and technologically it has got
no competitor.
Studying abroad from one country also depends upon the kind of relations between your country and
the country you are wishing to apply to. Pakistan enjoys friendly relationship with China right from the
inception of People Republic of China and has played a vital role in granting her the new status. China
Pakistan Economic Corridors has immensely increased the positive relations between the two countries.
Ever since the project has been approved, my ambition to visit China has augmented at a larger pace.
Acceptance, friendship, love and peace with each other would feel me China as my second homeland.
I live with Chinese students in my university they are very friendly and caring people.
Along with these reasons, generous scholarships being offered by Chinese government have opened a
window for unprivileged students from third world countries like me. I want to utilize my talent but
financial constraints obstruct in my way of doing so. I see this opportunity as a Golden one and I will
be happy to provide any additional information you may need.

Best regards,
Name
email

